18" O.A. X 36" DEEP
CONCRETE FOOTINGS

SIGN ELEVATION
SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

CONGREGATION DOR HADASH
Established 1963

NEW W.G. # 000137
EXISTING SIGN TO REMOVED FROM CURRENT LOCATION AND REINSTALLED IN NEW LOCATION.

ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS:
ONE SIP NON-ILLUMINATED SIGN CONSISTING OF AN 0.080" THICK ALUMINUM BACKGROUND
WITH ROLLED ENDS. ALL CHARACTERS TO BE 1-1/4" THICK CUT-OUT ALUMINUM STUD MOUNTED
TO PANEL. SIGN TO MOUNT ON 3" ROUND ALUMINUM TUBE POST SET IN CONCRETE FOOTINGS.
POSTS TO HAVE A DECORATIVE CAP WITH 1" ROUND SPINDLE.

SIGN PANEL BACKGROUND - GG 60242 BURGUNDY METALLIC
COPY - GG 30068 GOLD METALLIC
HEBREW CHARACTERS, STAR, RIFLE LINES - GG 84622 PALE GOLD METALLIC
POSTS - GG 41761 BROWN
CAP SPINDLE - PMS 465 TAN